INTRODUCTION
Many models of hippocampus focus on strengthening of synaptic connections between neurons to encode associations between sequential patterns of neural activity representing items or locations (McNaughton and Morris, 1987; Treves and Rolls, 1994; Jensen and Lisman, 1996a; Levy, 1996; Tsodyks et al., 1996; Wallenstein and Hasselmo, 1997; Hasselmo and Eichenbaum, 2005; Hasselmo, 2005b; Howard et al., 2005) . For example, in one previous model, synaptic retrieval of sequences was used to model context-dependent firing properties in a continuous spatial alternation task (Hasselmo and Eichenbaum, 2005) , in which neurons fire selectively dependent upon prior or future direction of response, e.g. firing on the stem of a T-maze after a right but not a left turn trial (Wood et al., 2000) . However, recent experiments on the firing properties of hippocampal neurons have produced data with features not explained by models using synaptic modification to store sequential associations. In particular, neurons firing in a continuous spatial alternation task show a progressive forward shift of firing location toward reward location (Lee et al., 2006) , whereas models of synaptic modification primarily predict a backward shift of firing location (Blum and Abbott, 1996; Mehta et al., 2002) . In addition, neural firing in continuous spatial alternation differs from data in a delayed non-match to position (DNMP) task that shows contextual firing specific to task phase (sample vs. choice) which appears to depend less on left or right direction of response (Griffin et al., 2007) .
As shown here, these different patterns of neural activity in continuous spatial alternation and DNMP are effectively modelled using a new theoretical framework. Recent experimental data and computational modelling Burgess et al., 2007) suggest an alternate mechanism that may contribute to encoding the sequential order of information in space and time.
This mechanism uses interference between theta frequency oscillations which could include both network theta oscillations (Buzsaki et al., 1983; Stewart and Fox, 1990; Brankack et al., 1993; Vertes and Kocsis, 1997; Lengyel et al., 2003; O'Keefe and Burgess, 2005; Hasselmo, 2005b) and intrinsic subthreshold membrane potential oscillations shown in single neurons of entorhinal cortex (Alonso and Llinas, 1989; Alonso and Klink, 1993; White et al., 1995; Dickson et al., 2000; Lengyel et al., 2003; Fransen et al., 2004; Giocomo et al., 2007) . Recent data shows that intrinsic membrane potential oscillations differ in frequency for stellate cells at different positions along the dorsal to ventral axis of medial entorhinal cortex Hasselmo et al., 2007) . These frequency differences support a model Burgess et al., 2007) further analyzed in Hasselmo et al., 2007) accounting for differences in the spatial periodicity of grid cell firing responses at different positions along the dorsal to ventral axis of entorhinal cortex (Hafting et al., 2005; Sargolini et al., 2006) . Further intracellular recording data shows that neurons in layer III of entorhinal cortex have persistent firing activity with frequencies that differ between individual neurons, but are consistent within a neuron and fall within the theta frequency range (Tahvildari et al., 2007) . The model also makes use of data showing changes in theta frequency and neural firing rate associated with running speed (Taube et al., 1990; Sharp, 1996; O'Keefe et al., 1998; Maurer et al., 2005; Sharp and Turner-Williams, 2005; Sharp et al., 2006; Geisler et al., 2007) .
The model presented here shows how interference between theta rhythm periodicity of afferent input from entorhinal neurons and theta rhythm periodicity of hippocampal circuits can effectively replicate the neural firing observed experimentally in spatial alternation and DNMP tasks, using the same parameters in simulations of both behavioural tasks. This provides further support for the oscillatory interference mechanism already shown to model grid cell firing properties in entorhinal cortex Giocomo et al., 2007; Hasselmo et al., 2007; Burgess et al., 2007) and theta phase precession in hippocampal neurons (O'Keefe and Recce, 1993; Bose et al., 2000; Bose and Recce, 2001; Lengyel et al., 2003; O'Keefe and Burgess, 2005; Burgess et al., 2005; Burgess et al., 2007) . This model differs in structure from models of theta phase precession based on synaptic retrieval (Jensen and Lisman, 1996a; Tsodyks et al., 1996; Wallenstein and Hasselmo, 1997; Hasselmo and Eichenbaum, 2005) , but is not incompatible with those models.
The model presented here effectively simulates: 1.) the context-sensitivity of neuronal firing during spatial alternation (Wood et al., 2000) , 2.) the forward shift of firing activity toward goal locations (Lee et al., 2006) , 3.) the task phase selectivity of firing in a DNMP task (Griffin et al., 2007) , and 4.) differences in firing in spatial alternation with different reward structures (Bower et al., 2005) . In addition, the basic model is incorporated in a preliminary model that encodes trajectories by modification of connections between context-dependent place cells and neurons showing modulation by speed and head direction.
RESULTS
In the model presented here, interference between theta frequency oscillations can account for the spiking behaviour of hippocampal neurons in behavioural tasks in the T-maze including continuous spatial alternation and delayed non-match to position. The correct performance in these behavioural tasks is shown in Figure 1 . In continuous spatial alternation (Fig. 1A) , consider a rat starting at the left reward location. The rat runs down along the left return arm, runs up the central stem of the T-maze, and into the right reward arm (trajectory shown in red). After getting reward, the rat runs back down on the right return arm, runs up the central stem, and into the left reward arm to receive reward (trajectory shown in blue).
In delayed non-match to position (Fig. 1B) , behaviour is split into sample and choice phases.
On each sample phase, one reward arm is blocked. The rat runs up the central arm (trajectory in red) and into the unblocked reward arm (left or right). On the following choice phase (shown in blue), a block is placed on the stem. The rat runs along the return arm to wait at the base of the stem during the delay, then when the block is removed, it runs into the reward arm opposite to the sample arm. For example, a rat might perform the following sequence: left sample, right choice, right sample, left choice.
Oscillatory interference computes arc length
The simulation of neural activity in these tasks results in the neural computation of arc length --that is, the length of an irregular trajectory through the environment. As described in Materials and Methods, modulation of the frequency of oscillations by running speed in the simulations causes oscillatory interference with a magnitude that depends upon the arc length of the trajectory run by the simulated rat. This oscillatory interference is proposed to occur between speed modulated oscillations in entorhinal cortex and oscillations paced at a different frequency by septal input to the hippocampal subregions. Because the frequency of entorhinal oscillations is determined by running speed on each segment of the trajectory, the phase of oscillatory interference is proportional to the sum of all the previous individual segments of movement along that trajectory. This approximates the arc length of the trajectory at the resolution determined by the sampling rate of position (every 20 msec in these simulations). Therefore, for a given set of neurons, the phase of oscillatory interference will depend on the arc length of the trajectory travelled by the simulated rat since the start of oscillations in that set of neurons. Note that arc length differs from the computation of two-dimensional distance within the task. Arc length is the length of a particular irregular path between two points that includes all turns and deviations, rather than the length of a straight line (Euclidian distance) between those two points. Mechanisms for causing cell firing dependent on arc length in the simulations are described further in Materials and
Methods. The use of activity dependent on running speed is supported by data showing effects of running speed (translational motion) on neuronal firing in postsubiculum (Taube et al., 1990; Sharp, 1996) , deep layers of entorhinal cortex (Sargolini et al., 2006) , axons in the hippocampus (O'Keefe et al., 1998) , and in subcortical structures including the medial mammillary nucleus and habenula (Sharp and Turner-Williams, 2005; Sharp et al., 2006) .
Continuous spatial alternation.
As shown in Fig. 2A , neural activity in continuous spatial alternation shows strong specificity for left to right (L to R) versus right to left (R to L) trial type. Initial studies in spatial alternation tasks show many neurons with strong differential firing (Wood et al., 2000; Frank et al., 2000) .
These cells are sometimes referred to as "splitter" cells, as they split their response differentially between different trial types. In a recent study (Lee et al., 2006) , out of 78 neurons that fired in spatial locations in the stem of the task, 53 neurons showed significant selectivity for one trial type versus the other (left versus right). Figure 2A shows examples of two of these neurons (Cell r3-d4-tt6-cl1 and Cell r2-d1-tt2-cl4 from Figure 1 in the article by Lee et al., 2006) . The firing rate of the neuron in the stem is shown next to each trace.
The simulation presented here effectively replicates the selectivity of firing in the continuous spatial alternation task, using oscillatory interference with phase dependent on the arc length of the rat's trajectory. The position of firing in the task depends on the phase of entorhinal neuronal firing relative to hippocampal theta rhythm. In Figure 2B1 , the simulated rat starts out at the center of the stem in a right to left trial type with the simulated cell receiving entorhinal input at a specific phase (1.122 radians, 64.3 degrees). The firing of spikes by the simulated cell is shown with blue dots indicating the location of the virtual rat at the time of each spike. The spiking activity consistently occurs in the stem on right to left trials (Cell r3-d4-tt6-cl1 simulation), and spiking does not occur on left to right trials.
In contrast, Figure 2B2 shows a different simulated cell with a phase shift that differs from the simulation on the left by 180 degrees (π radians), for a phase of 244.3 degrees. Note that both simulations used the same starting location of the virtual rat. This separate simulated cell shows firing (red dots) that consistently occurs when the virtual rat is on left to right trials, therefore more strongly resembling the data on firing specificity for Cell r2-d1-tt2-cl4. Thus, the simulation effectively replicates the trial-type selectivity in continuous spatial alternation. The position of the firing field in the task depends on the starting phase of entorhinal input relative to hippocampal theta rhythm oscillations.
The simulation of splitter cell firing used entorhinal input with the same baseline frequency as hippocampal theta rhythm (6 Hz). The interference pattern is influenced by arc length of the rat's trajectory in the task rather than time because entorhinal activity is modulated by speed of movement of the simulated rat which varies around the same average speed as the real rat (26 cm/sec). Thus, this simulation suggests that the response pattern seen in experimental data could indicate an arc length cell. See further discussion in the Materials and Methods section.
Forward shifting toward goal location.
As shown in Figure 3 , the model also accounts for an additional property of experimental data on neural firing during performance of continuous spatial alternation. The distribution of firing in the examples shown in Figure 2A shows relatively large firing fields. The large size of the firing fields is partly due to a progressive forward shift of firing location in the task towards the reward location over trials (Lee et al., 2006) . The top of Figure 3 shows an example of a single neuron (r2-d4-tt6-cl1 from Figure 2 in Lee et al. 2006) Figure   2B1 , but the plotting of spikes is separate for different sets of trials in Fig. 3 . As can be seen here, the firing field of the simulated cell starts in the right return arm (due to the starting phase of 64.3 degrees). Over trials the firing of spikes relative to the location of the simulated rat gradually shifts forward into the stem and eventually reaches the start of the left reward arm. This forward shift occurs due to a small difference between the arc length of one cycle of the task and the arc length between firing locations caused by interference between oscillations. In a sense, this resembles a larger scale precession of neural firing relative to task phase (as shown in Figure 5 ).
Delayed non-match to position (DNMP).
The same simulation can effectively replicate what initially appeared to be a very different firing pattern in DNMP. In the experiment testing firing activity in the DNMP task, we initially expected to see firing similar to the continuous spatial alternation task, with selectivity for left versus right trials in either the sample or the choice phase or possibly both (Hasselmo and Eichenbaum, 2005; Hasselmo, 2005b) . As shown in Figure 4A , the pattern of activity in many neurons in the DNMP task did not seem to correspond to the pattern seen in the continuous spatial alternation task (Griffin et al., 2007) . Instead, the majority of cells showed selective responding based on the task phase (sample versus choice), with less dependence on whether the task required left or right responses. The example cell shown in Figure 4A is sample selective. It generates spikes (red dots) at locations throughout the sample phase of the task regardless of turn direction (left sample, right sample). In contrast, during the choice phase, no firing is observed (left choice, right choice). Figure 4C shows an example of a choice-selective cell. This cell generates spikes at locations throughout the choice phase, regardless of it being a left or right choice trial (left choice, right choice), but does not respond at all during sample trials.
Our previous model predicted splitter cells due to retrieval of activity representing left or right responses on the sample trial (Hasselmo and Eichenbaum, 2005; Hasselmo, 2005b) . In contrast, the model based on oscillatory interference can account for the firing in DNMP with the same parameters used for continuous spatial alternation. All that was required was programming the virtual rat to move in a pattern corresponding to the DNMP task. Then different patterns of firing in sample versus choice depended only on the starting phase of the oscillation. As shown in Figure 4B , when the phase of oscillation is set at zero in the model, the simulated spiking activity (red dots) occurs selectively in the sample phase of the task (left sample, right sample) and does not occur during the choice phase. In contrast, as shown in Figure 4D , when the oscillation is started at a phase that differs by π radians (180 degrees), the simulated spiking activity (blue dots) occurs selectively in the choice phase of the task (left choice, right choice) and does not occur in the sample phase. The forward shifting that appears during continuous alternation (Figure 3 ) also appears to a smaller degree in the DNMP data (Griffin et al., 2007) , and appears in the model of this data (plotting across multiple trials obscures this effect).
As shown in Figure 5 , the simulations use the same mechanism to replicate the trial specific firing that occurs during continuous alternation and the task phase specific firing in data from DNMP. Interference at regular intervals of arc length could cause selective firing for one direction of response (e.g. left turn trials) in continuous alternation. The same periodicity could cause selective firing for only one task phase (e.g. the choice phase) in the DNMP task. Thus, this new model provides a simple framework that effectively accounts for both sets of data with the same model in Figures 2-4 .
Reward/stopping locations influence context-dependent firing.
A further modification of the model can account for additional features of the data. A recent study demonstrated that context-dependent firing of neurons may depend upon the location of reward (Bower et al., 2005) . In that study, selective context-dependent firing was shown for overlapping segments of trajectories with different prior trajectories. However, the selective firing did not occur if the rat stopped for reward at the start of the overlapping segment. This suggests that stopping and/or receiving reward at the start of the overlapping segment somehow prevented firing dependent upon the preceding segment of a trajectory. This could be due to theta rhythm oscillations being shut down when the rat stops at a reward location. The theta rhythm shows reductions at reward locations and decreases even as the rat is approaching a reward location (Wyble et al., 2004) . The temporary decrease in theta rhythm could result in periodicity being dependent upon the latest reward location. Note that stopping per se does not have to reset the theta rhythm, as stopping at non-reward locations causes less suppression of theta rhythm (Wyble et al., 2004 ).
The modified model involved changes in the pattern of activity at each reward location.
When the virtual rat reached a reward location, the previously active entorhinal neurons would stop firing and this would terminate oscillations. Then, when the virtual rat left the reward location, a different population of neurons selective to that location would start firing persistently and drive oscillatory interference with a phase dependent upon arc length from the specific reward location.
The use of persistent activity is supported by neurophysiological data showing persistent firing at theta frequencies for many minutes due to after-depolarization currents in neurons of entorhinal cortex layer II and layer III (Klink and Alonso, 1997b; Klink and Alonso, 1997a; Fransén et al., 2002; Tahvildari et al., 2007) .
As shown in Figure 6 , the modified model effectively accounts for the effects of stopping at reward locations. If the virtual rat stops at the base of the stem (Fig. 6B) , then all neurons show equivalent firing in the stem (non-splitters). If the virtual rat stops at the end of a reward arm ( Fig.   6A ), but not at the base of the stem, then different entorhinal neurons are activated for the different stopping locations (splitters). This results in some hippocampal neurons showing selective firing in the stem for L to R trials. Separate hippocampal neurons receiving input from a different set of entorhinal neurons show selective firing in the stem for R to L trials. This is consistent with the data on effects of reward at the start of the overlapping segment (Bower et al., 2005) .
Model of episodic memory for trajectories.
These simulations support the idea that context-dependent firing of hippocampal neurons in tasks performed on a linear track could result from interference between oscillations. When interference has a spatial periodicity that matches the full arc length of the task ( Figure 5 ) this appears as context-dependent firing. These properties differ from place cells and grid cells that fire relatively consistently each time a rat is in a specific spatial location. The firing of contextdependent neurons appears to depend upon arc length of the task trajectory rather than twodimensional position. This raises the question of the functional role of such periodicity.
These context-dependent responses could play a role in the episodic encoding and retrieval of trajectories through the environment, specifically enhancing function by moving beyond purely spatial representations. This section will first describe a potential mechanism using grid cells, place cells and head direction cells for episodic encoding and retrieval of trajectories.
Subsequently, this section will describe how context-dependent cells (that appear to compute arc length rather than place) could enhance episodic encoding and retrieval of trajectories.
As summarized in Figure 7A , grid cells, place cells and head direction cells could interact for encoding and retrieval of trajectories. This involves three stages of functional projections: 1.) from head direction cells to grid cells, 2.) from grid cells to place cells, and 3.) from place cells to head direction cells. See Materials and Methods for model equations. During encoding, head direction cell activity driven by actual movement updates the grid cell firing pattern, which updates the place cell activity. Episodic encoding of the trajectory then results from modification of synapses connecting place cells to active head direction cells. During retrieval, these modified synapses allow each place cell representation to activate an associated pattern of head direction cell activity, allowing each state (location) to retrieve the associated action which retrieves a subsequent state.
As shown in Figure 7D , the above mechanism works effectively for retrieving the initial nonoverlapping segment of a trajectory. The trajectory during encoding is shown in light gray, with arrows indicating direction of movement. This is the trajectory of a real rat in experimental data from Hafting and Fyhn in the Moser lab (Hafting et al., 2005) . During retrieval, the starting location (Start) activates head direction cells that update the grid cell representation to activate a new set of place cells a short distance along the retrieved trajectory. This new set of place cells then activates head direction cells that further update the grid cell activity. This process repeats many times during retrieval of the initial nonoverlapping segments. However, when there is an overlapping segment in Fig. 7D , the retrieval jumps ahead to the end of the trajectory, missing an entire loop (marked by X). This framework suffers from the problem of multiple possible head directions being associated with a specific place at different times during an overlapping trajectory.
This causes retrieval to fail for sections of the trajectory that contain overlap.
Firing dependent on arc length provides an alternative mechanism for reducing error due to different actions associated with the same location at different times. This involves a hypothetical circuit summarized in Figure 7B with three components: 1.) cells dependent on running speed update the entorhinal frequency, 2.) entorhinal frequency alters activity of arc length cells, 3.) arc length cells are associated with specific running speed cells during encoding. In addition, the arc length cells can form associations with specific grid cells and place cells. During retrieval, arc length cells activate the associated running speed which updates the representation of arc length along the trajectory. Thus, retrieval is one dimensional instead of two dimensional. This results in sequential activation of arc length cells coding positions at regular intervals along the trajectory ( Figure 7E ). This one dimensional retrieval can then reset the two-dimensional representation in the other circuit by resetting grid cell phase or place cell activity.
As shown in Figure 7C , the arc length code can be associated with spatial location in a trajectory by strengthening connections between arc length cells and entorhinal grid cells (or with head direction cells). As shown in Figure 7F , the arc length representation allows correct retrieval despite overlapping trajectories. Arc length cells fire dependent on the one-dimensional context of the previous segment of the trajectory. This could depend on interactions of multiple oscillations as used in modeling of episodic memory (Zilli and Hasselmo, unpublished data) . Selective firing of arc length cells can reset grid cell phase and guide selection of one action when many actions are associated with one location. This allows the circuit to retrieve the full trajectory in sequential order ( Fig. 7F ), despite the overlapping segment. In this manner, arc length cells can enhance the episodic encoding and retrieval of trajectories.
DISCUSSION
The simulations presented here demonstrate the effectiveness of a model based on oscillatory interference to account for neural responses in continuous spatial alternation (Wood et al., 2000; Lee et al., 2006) and DNMP tasks (Griffin et al., 2007) . As shown in Figures 2-4 , the same model effectively simulates the predominant neural responses observed in both tasks. With the addition of reset at reward locations, the model can demonstrate selectivity of firing dependent upon reward location (Bower et al., 2005 ).
This new model accounts for unexpected features of the responses in these tasks. When we designed the DNMP task, we expected neural activity in that task to resemble neural activity seen in continuous spatial alternation, with selective firing dependent on left or right responses, based on our previous model that used strengthening of synapses to encode trajectories (Hasselmo and Eichenbaum, 2005) . There was some selectivity for left versus right trials in the DNMP task (Griffin et al., 2007) , but a larger number of neurons showed specificity for task phase that was difficult to account for in our previous model (Figure 4) . Similarly, the experiment on continuous spatial alternation was guided by hypotheses from the previous model, but demonstrated forward shifting toward goal locations (Lee et al., 2006 ) that was also difficult to account for in our previous model.
The current model effectively accounts for these seemingly disparate results. As shown in 
Units with regular interference patterns can fire selectively for one or the other trial (Fig. 2) . If the spatial periodicity of the units is slightly longer than the task, this causes a gradual task-phase precession in the form of forward shifting of firing location (Fig. 3) . In contrast to continuous spatial alternation, in DNMP there is a constant alternating pattern of sample and choice, with randomness of left and right responses (SL-CR-SR-CL-SR-CL-SL-CR). Units with regular interference patterns that cause selective left or right trial firing in spatial alternation will show selective sample or choice firing in DNMP (Fig. 4) . These units appear to be functioning as arc length cells, responding to the consistent arc length of the circuit of left versus right in spatial alternation, or the circuit of sample versus choice in DNMP.
This raises the question of how neurons are selected to respond only for this alternating pattern. Neurons show a wide range of frequency selectivity in the entorhinal cortex , and could cause interference with a range of different time scales. One question is why there are not a broad variety of task-phase precession directions observed in the task. Certain frequency differences would cause backward shifting over extended periods, whereas experimentally this was only seen on the first one or two trials on a given day (Mehta et al., 1997; Lee et al., 2006) . Perhaps feedback interactions of the hippocampus and entorhinal cortex result in selection of neural activity with a spatial wavelength that matches the spatial wavelength of the behavioural task. The modified version of the model in which firing depends upon the latest reward location avoids this problem, as it anchors the spatial dimension of interference to consistent reward locations in the tasks. In the model modified for reward location, forward precession could result from a progressive reduction in oscillation frequency difference or a progressive shift in associations between arc length cells and grid or place cells.
The model using reset of oscillations at reward locations can account for the selective appearance of splitter cells when reward does not occur at the base of the stem (Bower et al., 2005) .
This modification also accounts for why the forward shift does not move past reward locations (Lee et al., 2006) and firing fields do not shift sides on error trials. In addition, the effect of reward location could also account for the lack of context-dependent firing in a task performed in a Ymaze (Lenck-Santini et al., 2001) . In that task, reward was presented at the base of the stem after alternating runs into the left or right arm. Neural firing did not differ in most cells for either outward or inward runs on the stem. In the current model, stopping for reward would reset the oscillations at the base of the stem. The arc length from this location would not differ for either outward or inward runs into the left or right arm, and therefore the model would not show contextdependent responses for either turn direction. Removing the reward at the base of the stem and placing it at the end of the left and right turn arms should cause context-dependent firing in this task. This same framework could also account for the directionality of firing on a linear track, if reward is given at each end of the track.
Many cells fire in a similar location in the stem after left or right turns, but with differential firing rate. This could be called "rate-splitting." This phenomenon can be explained by the model if it is assumed that populations of neurons are reset differently. If a first subset of neurons is reset at the base of the stem, but a second subset is reset at the left reward location, then a neuron receiving input from these two populations would show some firing at the same point in the stem on both trials due to the first population, but the firing would be stronger after returning from the left arm due to input from the second population.
This discussion has focused on interactions of entorhinal cortex and hippocampus for context-dependent firing of hippocampal neurons, but similar mechanisms could operate within the entorhinal cortex. This could underlie the evidence for context-dependent firing in the entorhinal cortex (Frank et al., 2000) , including splitter cells during continuous alternation (Lipton et al., 2007) , and (if reset can be caused by some turns) the change that grid cells undergo when a rat runs in a linear track with many hairpin turns, where firing appears to depend on distance from turning points (Derdikman et al., 2007) .
This model utilizes theta frequency oscillations as a necessary component for the computation of spatial intervals that cause selective firing in the behavioural tasks. This is consistent with data on the behavioural role of theta rhythm oscillations. Lesions which reduce theta rhythm cause behavioural impairments in tasks which require memory for specific prior episodes (Olton et al., 1979; Aggleton and Brown, 1999) , such as delayed spatial alternation. The amplitude of hippocampal theta oscillations correlates with memory-guided performance (Winson, 1978; Givens and Olton, 1990; Seager et al., 2002; Griffin et al., 2004) , and theta rhythm enhances the synaptic modification that would be necessary to link spatial and context-dependent inputs (Holscher et al., 1997; Hyman et al., 2003) . The oscillatory interference model presented here indicates a potential mechanism for the role of hippocampal theta rhythm in memory function.
Predictions of the model.
This model makes predictions about neural firing properties expected in behavioural tasks. This seems consistent with the larger firing fields observed in the DNMP task (Griffin et al., 2007) compared to the continuous spatial alternation task (Lee et al., 2006) . Conversely, a cell with a period of 5 seconds would have two evenly spaced fields on the maze that would be one quarter the size of a splitter cell firing field.
The continuous spatial alternation task could also have firing fields that skip cycles, for example appearing once every four trials (e.g. on alternate left trials). Cells that skip cycles should have even larger firing fields. The hippocampus could show firing fields with spacings that fall at quantal integer multiples or factors of the one-dimensional arc length of the alternation task and field sizes that fall at integer multiples or factors of the size of a non-splitter cell field. These cells appear to be constrained to have spatial wavelengths at a scale that fits the wavelength of the behavioural task. The model could generate periodicity resulting in both backward and forward shifting at many different speeds, but the full range of properties does not appear experimentally, suggesting there is a selection process that favors neurons with quantal sizes that match the scale of the task.
The anatomical position of cell types within the septo-temporal axis of the hippocampus should scale with frequency properties of cells along the dorsal to ventral axis of the medial entorhinal cortex. More dorsal entorhinal cells have higher intrinsic oscillation frequencies and project to more septal regions of the hippocampus and should cause responses with higher spatial frequencies (shorter periods). Thus, non-splitter cells should be located closer to the septum (more rostral) than splitter cells, as splitters have a longer period that is consistent with input from more ventral regions of entorhinal cortex with lower frequencies (longer periods). Cells that skip cycles should appear in more ventral areas. Note that the recordings simulated here were obtained with the middle of the 1 mm diameter microdrive bundle at 4.0 mm posterior to bregma and 2.0 mm lateral to the midline (Griffin et al., 2007) . The frequencies observed at individual dorsal-ventral positions in slice recordings cover the two-fold range necessary to underlie both splitters and non-splitters at one recording position (as shown in Figure 5 , task-phase specific cells would have the same periodicity as splitter cells).
If the cells show coherent forward shifting, then the forward shift for each appearance of a splitter field should be twice the forward shift for each appearance of a non-splitter (so that the overall shift is coherent). In addition, whereas a splitter cell shifts forward into only one reward arm, a nonsplitter should shift forward into both reward arms simultaneously, and could be formed by two fields shifting forward simultaneously from both return arms (or after stopping for reward at the stem base).
Relationship to previous models.
The phenomenon of oscillatory interference provides an alternate mechanism for the encoding and retrieval of sequences that differs from previous models and provides more sophisticated timing properties. Most previous hippocampal models encode sequences with Hebbian synaptic modification between activity representing adjacent locations or adjacent items in a sequence, usually by strengthening excitatory recurrent connections in region CA3 (Marr, 1971; McNaughton and Morris, 1987; Jensen and Lisman, 1996a; Levy, 1996; Tsodyks et al., 1996; Wallenstein and Hasselmo, 1997; Hasselmo, 2005b; Howard et al., 2005) , or by strengthening excitatory recurrent connections in entorhinal cortex (Hasselmo and Eichenbaum, 2005) . In contrast, the new model encodes sequences by strengthening associations between neurons representing individual locations (sensory states) and neurons representing characteristics of the action (speed or velocity) guiding the transition to the next state. This model resembles a previous proposal that place cells represent local views and a cognitive map arises from associations between these local view cells and movements that link these local views (McNaughton and Nadel, 1990) .
This model has the advantage that it provides an explicit signal for the time course of transitions between states. This solves the problem of regulating the speed of read-out of encoded memories. In previous models, the elements of the sequence encoded during behavior would be read out in region CA3 at the time course of AMPA synaptic potentials, resulting in read-out much faster than the initially encoded sequence, unless mechanisms for slowing the readout were incorporated in the model (McNaughton and Morris, 1987; Jensen and Lisman, 1996a; Levy, 1996; Tsodyks et al., 1996; Wallenstein and Hasselmo, 1997; Hasselmo and Eichenbaum, 2005; Hasselmo, 2005b; Howard et al., 2005) . The mechanisms for regulating retrieval speed included use of slow NMDA mediated transmission (Jensen and Lisman, 1996b) , use of feedback inhibition (Levy, 1996; Tsodyks et al., 1996) , changes in GABA B modulation of synaptic transmission within individual theta cycles (Wallenstein and Hasselmo, 1997) , and gradual changes in the level of depolarization within theta cycles (Hasselmo and Eichenbaum, 2005) . In contrast, the read-out of trajectories in this model can be regulated at different speeds dependent upon the magnitude of frequency changes. This could allow readout in real time as observed during theta rhythm during REM sleep (Louie and Wilson, 2001 ).
The oscillatory interference in this model is primarily driven by sensory input, and could therefore contribute to encoding the sensory input. The timing of theta phase precession was previously proposed to underlie encoding of new information (Mehta et al., 2002; Koene et al., 2003; Sato and Yamaguchi, 2003; Yamaguchi, 2003; Jensen and Lisman, 2005) , based on formation of associations between states. This contrasts with the current model that focuses on associations between states and the actions (speed or velocity) that mediate transitions between states. Units representing action could hold graded levels of activity as demonstrated experimentally in single entorhinal neurons (Egorov et al., 2002; Fransén et al., 2006) , thereby holding a continuous signal coding speed and head direction during transition between locations (and potentially computing mean velocity over adjacent states). Formation of associations between states and actions allows this model to perform retrieval in the same time scale as encoding, which would allow precession during retrieval of a sequence similar to models in which precession is due to retrieval of previously encoded associations (Jensen and Lisman, 1996a; Tsodyks et al., 1996; Hasselmo and Eichenbaum, 2005; Hasselmo, 2005b) .
In previous models, the context-dependent retrieval of sequences was usually obtained with a context representation in hippocampal region CA3. The representation of context could result from activity spreading across previously modified synaptic connections within region CA3 (Levy, 1996;  Wallenstein and Hasselmo, 1997), or could result from persistent spiking representing context in entorhinal cortex layer II and spreading through region CA3 (Hasselmo and Eichenbaum, 2005) .
Experiments were performed to test predictions about the theta phase of neural firing from the latter model, but instead generated the observation of forward shifting. Forward shifting was not easy to simulate in the associative retrieval model, as strengthening of excitatory synaptic connections usually causes a backward shift of firing location in these types of models (Blum and Abbott, 1996; Mehta et al., 1997) . Similarly, it was difficult to simulate the task-phase selectivity observed in DNMP using models based on strengthening of synapses to perform associative retrieval. In contrast to both associative retrieval and working memory models, the model based on interference of oscillations can account for the different properties of the data. These simulations do not directly address how the retrieval of the trajectory can be utilized for performance of the task. However, other simulations have shown that performance can be guided by retrieval of the most recently performed trajectory in the task (Hasselmo and Eichenbaum, 2005; Zilli and Hasselmo, 2007) .
Relationship of models to data on hippocampal subregions.
Different theories have proposed different functions for hippocampal subregions. Here the three theories will be referred to as: 1.) the standard model, 2.) the context model, and 3.) the oscillatory interference model. These models share certain features, including the role of entorhinal cortex in providing both input and output to the system, and the role of the dentate gyrus in performing pattern separation, forming sparse representations of sensory input to enhance efficiency of encoding.
The models differ in their proposed function for regions CA3 and CA1. In the standard model, the excitatory recurrent connections in CA3 form the basis for associations of an item with itself and with other items or with context (McNaughton and Morris, 1987; Treves and Rolls, 1994; Hasselmo et al., 1995) . A separate comparator stage in region CA1 can then gate encoding or retrieval of the associations in CA3 (Treves and Rolls, 1994; Hasselmo and Schnell, 1994; Hasselmo and Wyble, 1997) . In the context model, region CA3 provides contextual input that allows disambiguation of one sequence of activity from another sequence either within region CA3 (Levy, 1996) , or via interaction in region CA1 with sequence retrieval from entorhinal cortex (Hasselmo and Eichenbaum, 2005) .
As noted in the methods, the model of episodic memory presented here forms associations between states and the intervening actions, using oscillatory interference to time the intervals of actions between sequential states. As in previous models, the dentate gyrus and region CA3 form distinct state representations of location, while region CA1 responds on the basis of action inputs mediating relative timing or arc length between states. Each new state activates a new action representation consisting of persistent firing in entorhinal cortex. This persistent spiking drives oscillatory interference to time the interval to the next state scaled by retrieved speed or velocity.
A number of experimental studies support the new model, as well as aspects of the previous models. Studies support a role for region CA3 in computing spatial context, whereas CA1 appears important for storing the relative order of events. Selective lesions of region CA3 impair the capability of a rat to show a novelty response of increased sniffing when a familiar object is moved to a new location (Lee et al., 2005a) . This impairment could result from loss of spatial representations in CA3 due to direct input from entorhinal cortex layer II . These spatial representations could influence novelty responses via output connections with the septum (Hasselmo, 2005a) rather than output via region CA1, as CA1 lesions cause less of an effect on recognition behaviour (Lee et al., 2005a) .
Neuronal recordings support a greater role for CA3 in coding spatial context, whereas region CA1 could code relative order. Place cells in region CA3 shift in a coherent manner with cues shifted around a circular track in a single room (Lee et al., 2004) , in contrast to more heterogeneous responses of region CA1 neurons to these changes (suggesting that CA1 may be computing intervals between stimuli rather than spatial context). When similar local cues are encountered in a completely different location, place cells in CA3 show remapping indicative of a response dependent upon the spatial location (Leutgeb et al., 2004) . This remapping appears to arise from shifts in the relative orientation of grid cells in entorhinal cortex . The sensitivity to the context of spatial location appears to result from a non-linear response to environment similarity, in which CA3 neural activity shows completion effects for similar spatial contexts, whereas more distinct contexts result in greater differentiation of neuronal response in region CA3 (Vazdarjanova and Guzowski, 2004; Guzowski et al., 2004) .
Whereas region CA3 appears important for coding spatial context, region CA1 may be more important for retrieval of the temporal order of items or events. Rats with full hippocampal lesions show impairments in retrieval on the basis of the temporal order of items (Fortin et al., 2002; Kesner et al., 2002) , and selective CA1 lesions appear to cause greater impairments than CA3 lesions for memory of the temporal order of items (Lee et al., 2005b; Rolls and Kesner, 2006; Hoge and Kesner, 2007) . Region CA1 lesions but not CA3 lesions impair the ability of rats to perform a task where an odor must be compared with the same or different odor after a 10 second delay, suggesting a role for CA1 in context-dependent timing of intervals (Kesner et al., 2005; Manns and Eichenbaum, 2005) . Lower frequency oscillations in more ventral entorhinal neurons could be important for timing of longer temporal intervals, as suggested by greater impairments of trace fear conditioning by ventral hippocampal lesions (Rogers et al., 2006; Yoon and Otto, 2007) . In summary, the experimental data supports the notion of a separate neuronal population computing one dimensional arc length in addition to place cells responding to spatial location in two dimensions. Thus, this supports hippocampal mechanisms for encoding memories using additional representations beyond two-dimensional space (Eichenbaum et al., 1999) .
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Movement of virtual rat.
To demonstrate the firing properties of the model during realistic behavior, a simulated rat was guided through movements in space corresponding to each of two behavioural tasks used for collecting previously published data -continuous spatial alternation (Wood et al., 2000; Lee et al., 2006) and DNMP (Griffin et al., 2007) . Both experimental tasks were performed on the same Tmaze apparatus with a stem length of 116 cm and reward arm lengths of 53.5 cm each (totalling 107 cm). The T-maze had return arms running from the reward site at the end of each reward arm back to the base of the stem.
The first behavioural task was the continuous spatial alternation task (Wood et al., 2000; Lee et al., 2006) . In this task, the rat must alternate its response at the end of the stem to go right or left on alternate trials, as shown in Figure 1A . In these simulations, the virtual rat was timed to run the task at about the same speed as a real rat, with a 10 second period between one reward site and another reward site, giving an average running speed of about 26 cm/sec. In all simulations, the speed of the rat was made to change randomly around the mean. This ensured that the trajectory of the simulated rat would appear in slightly different locations on each trial, allowing a better match to the variation in rat trajectory observed in the experimental data. Note that the simulation automatically generated correct spatial behaviour of the rat, to replicate the performance of the fully trained rat in the experiment when it was showing few errors. In future models, the neural activity could be used to guide behaviour, as in other simulations in which episodic retrieval (Hasselmo and Eichenbaum, 2005) and/or working memory (Zilli and Hasselmo, in review) guided the behavioural choice of the virtual rat.
The second behavioural task was DNMP (Griffin et al., 2007) , as shown in Figure 1B . In this task, sequential pairs of trials included one sample trial followed by a separate choice trial. On the sample trial, the simulated rat runs up the stem of the maze and is forced to go either left or right by a blockade at the start of the reward arm. On the subsequent choice trial, the simulated rat runs up the stem of the maze and goes to the opposite reward arm. The simulation replicated correct performance in the task, which consisted of a random series of sample trials, with each sample followed by the correct response to the opposite side on the choice trial. The same variation of speed was used in this task. Note that the simulation does not directly simulate the waiting platform used during the inter-trial interval before the sample trial in DNMP.
Simulation of interfering oscillatory activity.
The spiking activity in this model arises from the interaction of two oscillatory inputs. This corresponds to a simplified version of a model developed to simulate entorhinal grid cells (Burgess et al., 2007) , and is closely related to models of theta phase precession using interference between oscillations (O' Keefe and Recce, 1993; Bose et al., 2000; Lengyel et al., 2003; O'Keefe and Burgess, 2005) .
In this model, the oscillations represent the network theta rhythm in hippocampus (at about 6 Hz) interacting with the theta rhythmic input from neurons in entorhinal cortex that have about the same frequency but are modulated by running speed. Extensive data shows theta rhythm oscillations in both regions and modulation by running speed. Theta rhythm oscillations have been studied for many decades in the hippocampus (Green and Arduini, 1954; Fox et al., 1986; Brankack et al., 1993; Csicsvari et al., 1999; Buzsaki, 2002; O'Keefe and Burgess, 2005; Hasselmo, 2005b) .
Hippocampal theta rhythm is paced by rhythmic input from the medial septum, regulating inhibition in stratum pyramidale (Stewart and Fox, 1990; Toth et al., 1997; Buzsaki, 2002) , and is also associated with rhythmic sinks and sources in stratum radiatum and stratum lacunosummoleculare (Brankack et al., 1993; Buzsaki, 2002; Hasselmo, 2005b) . Speed modulation of the frequency of entorhinal input could directly influence the frequency of synaptic input in stratum lacunosum-moleculare. Alternately, membrane potential oscillations mediated by the H current in distal dendrites could account for the strong current sinks in stratum lacunosum-moleculare (Brankack et al., 1993) and might be regulated in frequency or phase by entorhinal neurons that do not necessarily fire at the same phase (Stewart et al., 1992) .
Theta rhythm oscillations have also been shown extensively in the entorhinal cortex with both field potential and unit recording (Mitchell and Ranck, 1980; Mitchell et al., 1982; Alonso and Garcia-Austt, 1987a; Alonso and Garcia-Austt, 1987b; Stewart et al., 1992; Quirk et al., 1992) .
Theta rhythmic firing in entorhinal cortex may partly result from contributions of intrinsic membrane potential oscillations (Acker et al., 2003; Fransen et al., 2004; Giocomo et al., 2007) or theta rhythmic properties of persistent spiking activity (Tahvildari et al., 2007) .
The model is supported by data showing that running speed influences the frequency of theta rhythm (Whishaw and Vanderwolf, 1973; Rivas et al., 1996; Slawinska and Kasicki, 1998; Maurer et al., 2005) . The modulation of entorhinal frequency (or distal dendritic frequency) by running speed s should alter the frequency of current sinks in stratum lacunosum moleculare of region CA1 (Brankack et al., 1993) . Thus, the model correlates with the previously observed modulation of the frequency of hippocampal theta rhythm by different running speeds (Whishaw and Vanderwolf, 1973; Rivas et al., 1996; Slawinska and Kasicki, 1998; Maurer et al., 2005) . A recent measurement of the slope of the change in frequency with running speed in the hippocampus showed a mean slope of 0.0057 Hz*sec/cm for dorsal hippocampus and 0.0098 Hz*sec/cm for middle regions of hippocampus (Maurer et al., 2005) . This is consistent with the magnitude of speed modulation used in previous models of grid cells .
Equations of the model.
The interaction of oscillations used for coding arc length is expressed in the following equation:
Where o(t) represents the firing of hippocampal pyramidal cells over time. The frequency of hippocampal theta is represented with f. The frequency of theta rhythmic input from entorhinal cortex is represented with f E =f + fBs(t). When the magnitude of these interacting oscillations crosses a threshold they will generate a spiking response. This output function is represented by the Heaviside step function Θ[…]. The initial oscillation phase is set by ϕ, which determines the firing location along the trajectory. The running speed of the rat that regulates entorhinal frequency is represented by the function s(t). The constant B scales the change in frequency associated with running speed. Speed modulation of neural activity has been shown for subcortical structures including the habenula and medial mammillary nucleus (Sharp and Turner-Williams, 2005; Sharp et al., 2006) . Clear speed modulation of neural activity has also been shown for axons in the hippocampus (O'Keefe et al., 1998) , suggesting that speed dependent activity is available to hippocampal structures. Speed modulation has also been shown for neurons in areas with head direction cells such as the postsubiculum (Taube et al., 1990; Sharp, 1996) and in deep layers of entorhinal cortex (Sargolini et al., 2006) , but the simulation presented here focuses on speed modulation independent of head direction. The model could also function if running speed altered hippocampal theta rhythm frequency (Whishaw and Vanderwolf, 1973; Rivas et al., 1996; Slawinska and Kasicki, 1998; Maurer et al., 2005) , instead of the theta rhythmic frequency of entorhinal input.
Let us consider the interference of the two oscillations in equation 1. They will show a beat pattern due to consecutive periods of constructive and destructive interference that result in increases and decreases in the envelope of the oscillation (see Figure 5A ). The frequency of this envelope, or beat frequency f b , is equal to the difference between the two frequencies.
. The phase of this interference will change according to:
Where ϕ is the phase of the oscillation envelope that determines when the interference oscillation crosses threshold. The speed of the rat can be computed from its movements in the x and y dimension with
Putting the equation for speed into the equation for phase (equation 2) and computing the integral of equation 2 yields:
The integral in this equation is the general mathematical solution for computing the arc length of a trajectory (irregular arc segment) through two-dimensional space. Thus, the phase of the oscillatory interference is proportional to the arc length that the rat has travelled on a given trajectory since the start of the computation (scaled by the beat frequency fB).
If we take away the speed modulation, then the phase depends on the duration of time t alone:
If instead of taking away the speed modulation, we add modulation by head direction, we obtain:
This gives changes in phase dependent upon the allocentric Cartesian coordinate x (relative to the head direction). The version incorporating head direction forms the basis for the previous model of formation of grid cells Burgess et al., 2007) further analyzed in . That model combines input from multiple head directions to generate grid patterns and provide a mechanism for path integration.
The above equations show that the phase of interference has the capacity to code for the essential components of episodic memory function -when and where. They provide a means for encoding a continuous trajectory through space and time. Input from lateral entorhinal cortex could provide the additional element of "what" that can be linked to a specific position in the continuous representation of "where" and "when."
Analysis of firing field stability versus forward shifting.
This section provides quantitative details of the simulation of spatial periodicity in the behavioural tasks. For simulations presented in Figures 2-4 , the firing properties depend upon the spatial periodicity of the model relative to the overall spatial length of the task. In the simulations of continuous spatial alternation shown in Figures 2-3 , the hippocampal frequency is f=6Hz, and the entorhinal frequency takes the form f+fB*s, where f = 6 Hz and fB=1.84 x 10-3. Thus, at a running speed of s=26 cm/sec, the average frequency of entorhinal input is 6.0478 Hz. Note that this is just the average, as this frequency will vary as the speed of the rat varies randomly around the mean. The difference in frequency between hippocampus and entorhinal cortical input of 0.0478 Hz gives an approximate period (T=1/f) between spiking in firing fields of 20.9 seconds, and an approximate arc length of 543.4 cm. The length of the full circuit of the alternation task is about 535 cm (this includes the length of the L to R trial plus the R to L trial). Thus, the forward shifting is about 7 cm per trial. The initial location of firing was determined by setting the phase ϕ at π/2.8 radians in Fig 2B1 and at π+π/2.8 radians in Fig. 2B2 . For simulations of DNMP (DNMP) in Figure 4 , fB was set to a slightly higher value of 1.85 x 10 -3 , giving a slightly slower forward shift. The phase was set at zero in Fig. 4B and π radians (180 degrees) in Fig. 4D . The firing location will not shift forward if fB=1.87 x 10 -3 , which would give an average entorhinal frequency of 6.0486. Note that doubling the scaling fB to 3.74 x 10 -3 would cause the period to be about 10 seconds, resulting in firing on both the L to R and R to L circuit. This will appear as spatially localized firing (non-splitters), with cells firing at the same location during both L to R and R to L trials. This indicates that different magnitudes of the speed modulation of frequency will give different patterns of firing in the task.
Note that there is less dependence upon the long-term periodicity in the version of the model where persistent firing is reset after stopping at a reward location. Simulations in Figure 6 use a modified version of the model in which entorhinal input arises from different populations of entorhinal neurons that are activated at specific reward locations. For example, when the rat reaches the reward location in the left arm, previous persistent firing stops, and thereby previous oscillations are terminated. When the rat starts again from this position, persistent firing in a different set of neurons is activated, thereby starting oscillations in a separate set of neurons representing the left arm reward location. When the rat then reaches the reward location in the right arm, the persistent firing associated with the left arm reward location stops, and those oscillations are terminated. When it starts again from the right arm reward location, persistent firing and oscillations are induced in the set of neurons representing the right arm reward location.
Thus, the persistent spiking buffer is different at left versus right reward locations, and thereby activates different context-dependent neurons ( Figure 6A ). For simulation of a reward location at the base of the stem, the persistent spiking buffer is activated for the same location at the base of the stem for each trial type, resulting in less dependence on left versus right responses ( Figure 6B ).
Model of episodic memory.
The model of episodic memory involves two different loops ( Figure 7 ). As shown in Figure   7A , the first loop retrieves trajectories via three stages: 1.) head direction cells update grid cells, 2.) grid cells update place cells, and 3.) place cells activate associated head direction activity. The first stage of the model uses input from head direction cells to create grid cell firing responses. This has been effectively described in a previously developed model Burgess et al., 2007) as follows:
This model effectively uses input from three HD cells to create grids with spacing dependent upon frequency f. This model is supported by physiological data on membrane potential oscillations in entorhinal cortex Hasselmo et al., 2007) . The phase vector of the grid cells sums (or integrates) the speed modulated head direction cell input H(t) determined by spatial location.
The time interval ∆t was 20 msec in simulations shown in Fig. 7 .
The second stage involves grid cell effects on place cells. This stage could be done in various ways, as other papers have explicitly simulated how place cells could arise from grid cells (Solstad et al., 2006; , Zilli and Hasselmo, unpublished research) , but research has not converged on a single model. In general one could consider the place cell representation p(t) in region CA3 arising from the grid cell representation g(t) in entorhinal cortex layer II via synaptic connectivity W PG :
For a given environment, the first two stages could be fixed (though this is not necessary for the model to function). In the simulations presented here, individual place representations are formed at intervals along the trajectory during encoding. During retrieval, the phase of entorhinal grid cell activity is updated by head direction input, and the place cell closest to the location represented by this phase is activated.
The encoding of a trajectory could be performed entirely by the third stage of the circuit, involving connections between place cells and head direction cells. Initial encoding of a trajectory could involve strengthening a set of synapses W HP between place cells coding each location and speed modulated head direction cells coding the associated action. Thus, the strengthening of synapses could take the form:
Subsequently, when it is useful to retrieve the trajectory at a later time, the head direction activity (action) after each interval ∆t can be retrieved based on the previous head direction activity updating the phase of grid cell activity g as follows:
For a discrete time representation, one set of head direction responses (coding a velocity vector corresponding to rat action) would need to maintain activity until a new place cell representation causes retrieval of the next head direction response. This would require graded levels of persistent firing that has been shown in deep layers of entorhinal cortex (Egorov et al., 2002; Fransén et al., 2006) . This suggests that deep layer entorhinal grid cells that also respond to head direction (Sargolini et al., 2006) may be involved in encoding and retrieval of trajectories.
Trajectory retrieval can be greatly enhanced by combining the mechanism based on place cells p(t) with the mechanisms of context-dependent firing o(t) dependent on arc length in equation 1. The circuit using arc length cells is summarized in Fig. 7B . Note that the simulations of arc length in Fig. 7 use fB=1 .54 x 10 -2 , which results in more frequent suprathreshold activity along the trajectory. Each new arc length cell a(t) could be activated by the preceding cell plus spiking from oscillatory interference.
Analogous to the connection between place cells and head direction cells (W HP ), each arc length cell a(t) can be linked with the associated speed s(t) at each position along the trajectory, as shown in Figure 7B .
This enhances retrieval because the mechanism for activation of the context-dependent arc length cells does not depend upon retrieval activating an accurate vector of head direction activity at each step. Instead, it only requires that retrieval activate a representation of speed. Thus, retrieval is one dimensional instead of two dimensional:
As shown in Figure 7C , the arc length code can be associated with spatial location in a trajectory by strengthening connections between arc length cells a(t) in CA1 and the grid cells firing at a specific phase, so that arc length cells can reset the representation of location by phase.
During retrieval, the combined model uses interaction of the circuit in Fig. 7A and the circuit in Fig. 7B . In Fig. 7A , grid cell phase activates place cells which update head direction activity to drive grid cell phase to the next place cell. Simultaneously, entorhinal persistent spiking cells update arc length cells to drive speed cells to activate the appropriate level of persistent spiking (Fig. 7B) . In Fig. 7C , the arc length cells also drive grid cells to have the appropriate phase. If a single place cell is associated with multiple head directions due to overlapping trajectories, the trajectory retrieval can be disambiguated by arc length cells that activate the correct grid cell phase (or head direction cells). This allows retrieval of the complete trajectory as shown in Figure 7F .
The retrieval process can be accelerated or decelerated via modulation of the frequency of entorhinal oscillations during persistent firing. FIGURE LEGENDS. During the choice phase, no firing is observed (left choice, right choice). Data reprinted with permission from Griffin et al. 2007 . B. Simulation effectively shows the same task phase selectivity as the experimental data. With phase of entorhinal input set at phase zero, the simulated neuron fires on both left and right sample trials (red dots), but does not fire during the choice phase.
C.
Data from a different cell showing selective firing on choice phases (blue dots) but not on sample phase trials (Griffin et al., 2007) . D. In simulations, setting the phase of entorhinal input at 180 degrees (phase π) results in selective firing on both left and right choice trials (blue dots), but no firing during the sample phase. 
